Dice Activities

After making a copy of this page, cut out the template below. Trace over the template, preferably on a solid surface, such as construction paper, poster board, or any laminated paper. Write different pronouns (or words from other language targets) on each side. Weight may be added to the dice by putting crumpled paper, dried out play dough, or other material inside dice before gluing. Use in activities, such as those listed below the template.

Cut on the dashed lines.   ___  ___

Fold on the solid lines.   ______

Glue shaded areas.   ______

Possible activities:
1) Write each pronoun on a piece of paper. Play cooperatively or competitively to cross off each pronoun after using in sentences.

2) Use dice in any turn taking game. Student must use rolled word in a sentence before taking each turn.

Demonstrative Pronoun Activity

For practice with demonstrative pronouns use objects or pictures, some placed nearby, and others place at the other end of the table. Write the demonstrative pronouns on a board. Instruct student to describe each object in a sentence beginning with a demonstrative pronoun. Use singular objects for this and that, and plurals for these and those.